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Foreword

“Welcome - we are glad you are here. We wish to express to you our gratitude and ever
enfolding love. As we watch all the things that are evolving on your planet, we have hope. We have
hope because we can feel the immense love that is alive on your planet. Love is the most powerful
energy in the universe and we are working behind the scenes to magnify that feeling. Once you
truly feel love from your God source, you have an inner knowing that nothing else is really
important. We are glad you took this time to read our words and as we take our leave of you, we
enfold you in our love dear ones. We are ATON.”

“You are powerful beings of Light and We are with you always to assist in everything you do.
You just have to call to us and we are activated to full action.”

Goddess Isis Energy
Dr. Kennedy carries the Goddess Isis/High Priestess Energies and invites you to enter into your own High
Priestess/Priest Energies though her “Calling All Isis Priestess/Priest” Programs, and the Divine Beauty glow inside
to out and outside to in. There is so much more for you then can be shared in the book. Ancient Egyptian Essence
Therapeutic Practitioner Certification Programs are taught quarterly.
Just click on these links to explore more.
http://isisandraacademy.weebly.com/details.html
We are continuously starting our Isis Priestesses Training so if the dates are not matching for you, send us an
email and we will get you on the waiting list for out next upcoming class.

Download the .mp3 version of the Light Being Meditation from Goddess Isis that is from the book at a special
reduced price for Kindle users.
http://www.belovedessences.com/kindle-offer-mp3--essence.html

More Books by Dr. Madalyn Kennedy
Update: All Releases are expected early 2019
Coloring Book for Adults (Sept 2017 Release)
Your Amazingly Powerful Chakras (2018 Release)
Our Fairies from the House in the Woods (2018 Release)

From Part One
You are Becoming ONE Again
“We are grateful for the time you spend with us and we would like to first say thank
you from us and from those among humanity who read these words channeled to you. You
are an important part to get our messages out to the rest of the planet
Time is coming now soon and many changes will be upon all on Planet Earth. As these
changes start to arrive, we ask that you keep yourself calm and balanced. Keep your
emotions and mind in a calm space and do not let what you see or what you hear either
from yourself or from others, affect you in such a way that you are pushed off balance.
Keep your center core aligned with your higher self and keep your mind and focus on us,
the ascended beings of light that are coming in mass to assist each and every one of you.
We love you so dearly that we put you first in all our desires, wishes and our attention. We
know that you do not do the same with us but we understand and we love you regardless.
Nothing you could ever, ever do would change our eternal love for each one of you reading
these words.
We are your family, your true, light family from the God source. We were all together
when you were created and we will always be all together through all the different
lifetimes, trials, tests and traumas that may occur and have occurred in the past. We hope
you are feeling the power of our words; the power in the strength of our love for you.
We are happy to be of assistance whenever you call and we are anxiously awaiting
calls from you constantly. We have much that we can offer you in the way of easing your
pain, worry and troubles. Please let us offer this to you and you accept it. As time move

onward each day, so does the vibrational rise of Mother Earth and soon all will be
experiencing different sensations within the body that were not experienced before and you
will wonder what they are and from whence do they come. We say, your bodies are made
of light, of energy and each change, each little escalation of vibrational energy is noticed
by your bodies. It is sometimes noticed consciously and some time it is noticed
unconsciously to you, but it is noticed. And it has and will change you in little subtle ways.
Sometimes you will catch yourself thinking something that you would not have even
considered before and wonder, why. Often you will eat something that you never eat and
again you wonder why. And then some of you will say things that once you have spoken
them, you will wonder, what that was about and where did it come from.
“All is coming from your higher self. You higher self is coming through more and more
as each little vibrational shift is felt in your light body. This is not something to be alarmed
about. This is something to rejoice about. You are becoming one again. Back to your
wholeness and perfection you had attained before the fall. We are happy to share this
information with you today and ask that you read it over and over until you can sense a
quickening inside your deepest heart, your spirit heart. You will sense it.
We love you and remind you that we are here for you always. We are ATON, Amun RA,
ISIS, the Light Guardians of Planet Earth, the Oneness from ancient times and we are all
Members of the White Brotherhood of Ascended Masters Understanding and Presence.”

You are the Masters of the Universe
We have said all this before over and over again and we will continue to say and send
our messages of love to you for eternity because we will never tire of telling you that we
love you, we are here for you, to call to us for help and that we have the ability to ease so
much off of and away from your human way of thinking that you would be so totally in awe
and live in complete bliss with our understanding of all things.
We fathom that you are of the mindset that things must only be applied in a certain way
however we are aware of so many other ways to apply and achieve what your narrowly
visioned mindset wants to achieve. You make things so hard on yourselves and we realize
that this is part of why you chose to come to the earth plane in the first place. However,
part of the original plan was for you to find your way back to the understanding and the
realization that was so powerful which you left behind when you incarnated upon Mother
Earth. Now that the planet is shifting so miraculously and the veil of illusion is thinning
more and more each hour, as time is put in human thought framework, you are coming
closer and closer to the alignment of your whole being and the veiled impressions are
starting to lose their power over you.
We are working from our dimension to help you understand more and more clearly
that there is so much more waiting for you. So much more that you have already created
and completed and left behind waiting for you to discover again. You have everything you
could ever possibly need already finished, created, waiting and gathering momentum as it
waits for you. We have been very proud watching each one of our beloved brothers and
sisters as you graduated from level to level of understanding within your consciousness

and your heart. We truly are very proud and are filled with so much love for you that it is
impossible to describe in human terminology which would transfer the accurate emotion.
We send our information and impressions and feelings in thought form that is so
powerful and instant which cannot be carried over into human words as beautifully or as
quickly as we are intending our message to be. We are light energy, we are thought energy.
We move, act and function with the speed of light. Thought speed is immeasurable for the
range of human words and emotion that is currently understood. You will see soon as you
become more and more your original light being forms again. With the movement of
energies which is now being focused upon your planet, many are already understanding
our messages on a much deeper level.
Everyone who reads our messages will receive the healing, loving energies which are
imbued for you with our love. We work in many mysterious ways to assist you on this
journey that each of you has chosen to take. You have chosen this journey because you are
the strongest of the strong, wisest of the wise and have the truest hearts of all in the cosmic.
You are the Masters of the Universe and we, the Ascended Masters in the Cosmic Realms
are here ONLY to assist you. We are your co-workers, your agreed upon sidekicks, so to
speak, your help mates upon which you can depend always and forever.”

Part 2: Understanding the Earth’s Divine Feminine
Amun-RA Speaks about Egypt
“I am Amun-RA. We love Egypt as much as you do. It is all of our homeland, so to
speak, for most of us in our realm who wished to be part of planet Earths development. It
is also the ancient homeland of many of who are in human form at this particular period.
We are helping to restore the balance that the planet must have in order to raise itself into
its higher dimension that it is preparing to do. All will be settled soon and as we have said
in past discourses*, soon to us can be twenty minutes or two hundred years, but soon, very
soon. Please, please relax about all of this. Your job is to send love, healing, and blessed
energy to the planet and to that area of unrest at this time. Your job is also to remember to
call to us for assistance and to strengthen and magnify the positive energies and vibration
you send out in a concentrated focused effort to help ease all involved in this situation.
Remember, do not allow yourself to think any negative thoughts, any limiting, and
blocking thoughts or allow any disturbing energies of overwhelming sadness overtake you.
Call to us through your free will and allow us to hold your hand to ease away any thoughts
that are not of the highest good for all. Energy and vibrations through thoughts, single and
especially combined thoughts, are projected into the cosmic and become manifested
matter. These thoughts, depending upon your thought ideals, will either help to heal the
earth or be reflected back poorly upon you, the thought sender. We are all loving and have
unconditional love for all upon this planet and in the many galaxies we are working with.

Every being upon the earth plane at this period is already a master of creation so the
thoughts are extremely important. We cannot stress this enough.
For many, the veil is drawn so tightly that they are unaware of their master abilities
and status but for many others they understand their powers and can instantly heal and
manifest health,, wealth, and blessings even upon areas such as the upheaval that is going
on in Egypt now. Combine your efforts, combine your strengths, combine your thoughts
and only, only think loving, healing, easing, blessing and graceful thoughts when you hear
of anything about this unrest. You have the power, even from all the way across the planet
to help ease any situation that you set your mind to. We are depending on you. This is part
of what your job is. Part of what we have been telling you all along in past Discourses and
meditations. You are light workers. Only send light, love energy to the land and to others.
We know you understand the importance of this message through the guidance and
acceptance of your higher self. We love you and we will be with you to intensify your
blessed, protected, vibrations and energies as you send healing to the planet.”

END OF FREE SAMPLE
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Thank You! I hope you enjoyed reading some of
these beautiful messages.
Order Now on Kindle at Amazon.com
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I LOVE HELPING AND EMPOWERING OTHERS

Rajenaira-Rev Dr. Madalyn Kennedy, CEO and Founder of Beloved
Essences.com works with those on a metaphysical spiritual path to recognize and
understand their sacred and magical inner guidance system. She is a conscious
channel messenger, intuitive, psychic, clairvoyant, spiritual adviser, empath, old soul
shaman, writer and vibrational artist. She represents Amun-RA and ISIS Energy.

She is a Divine Feminine Expert, an Egyptian High Priestess of Isis, a multi-dimensional, multi-versal
channel for Amun-RA, Isis, other Egyptian Deities, many Ascended Masters, Archangels and Beings of
Light. She is a Mary Magdalene initiate of the Order of the White Rose, a certified Angelic Reiki Master
Teacher, a Usui, Karuna & Seichem Reiki Master Teacher, Law of Attraction Master Soul Awakening
Master Coach, Energy Reader, works for Ultimate Divine Source Energy, the Angels and Fairies, is also a
SHES and ULC certified minister.
She is a published author of her channeled book, “The Divine Feminine Emergence-Mortal to
Immortal; Awakening of the Crystalline Light Bodies, Yours and Mother Earths”, an established fine artist
who channels vibrational and energetic paintings. She is a conscious, semi-trance and trance-channel
messenger and regularly hosts sacred healing/meditation journeys to the Egypt and sacred sites down the
Nile River where she connects with her twin flame, the God-Father, Master Teacher Holy Man at the Giza
Pyramids, for powerful sacred union activations and healing energies for the people and the planet. She
has traveled to Egypt since 1988

